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 IN THE MATTER OF of the Resource Management Act 1991 

 

 

 AND 

 

 

 IN THE MATTER  of the Proposed Natural Resources Plan for the  

      Wellington Region   

  

 

     

STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF SYLVIA ALLAN 

ON BEHALF OF GBC WINSTONE AGGREGATES 

(HEARING 2) 

 

 
 

1 Introduction and Background 

 

1.1 My name is Sylvia Jean Allan.  I have a BSc (Hons) Degree in geography and geology 

and a Diploma in Town Planning.  I am a Fellow of the New Zealand Planning Institute 

and a former President of that professional body.  I have over 45 years experience as a 

planner, both in New Zealand and in the United Kingdom.  More details of my relevant 

experience have been provided in my evidence on Hearing 1 topics and are not 

repeated here. 

1.2 Mr Nel in his evidence for GBC Winstone Aggregates (Winstone) for Hearing 1 outlined 

the importance of aggregate resources and cleanfills to the Wellington community as 

a whole, and for economic development.  He also summarised Winstone’s major 

concerns relating to the recognition of quarries and cleanfills in plan policy, and some 

specific areas of the Proposed Plan.  This background continues to be relevant for the 

remainder of the detailed submissions but again is not being repeated. 
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1.3 Winstone made a number of submissions on the matters that are being covered in 

Hearing 2.  My evidence addresses them in the order of the section 42A reports.  

Unfortunately none of the Winstone submissions have rated a specific mention in the 

section 42A report.  Although they are listed in the Recommended Decisions, some of 

these are erroneous.  I discuss these below. 

2 Acknowledgement of Code of Conduct 
 

2.1 Although this evidence is not prepared for an Environment Court hearing, I have 

applied the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses in the Environment Court 2014 

version   Except where I state that I am relying on the evidence of another person, my 

evidence is within my area of expertise.  I have not omitted to consider material facts 

known to me that might detract from the opinions that I express in this statement of 

evidence. 

3 Rules R26, R27 and R41 (S66/014, 015 and 016) 
 

3.1 Winstone was comfortable with the policy framework for air quality management 

which applies to the types of activities it undertakes (specifically policies P52, P55, P58 

and P59) and did not submit on them.  It made supporting submissions on permitted 

activity rules R27 and R28, and on the “default” rule R41, all seeking to retain the rules 

unchanged.  It made no further submissions on these matters. 

3.2 In relation to rule R27 the Officer has reported on two submissions from Wairarapa 

Councils that seek a further condition relating to a setback of 500m from the 

boundary for a gravel extraction permitted activity (paragraph 148 of the Officer’s 

report).  I agree with the Officer’s recommendation that a 500m setback is not 

necessary.  In the past I have had experience in the Wairarapa where lifestyle blocks 

were located quite close to riverbed gravel extraction activities and downwind in 

north-westerly conditions1.  The activity was subject to quite frequent noise 

complaints, which were eventually managed through placement of stockpiles, but 

dust was not ever raised as an issue.  I support the Officer’s recommendation, which is 

to reject these submissions. 

                                                   
1
 Measured on Google Earth at 120m. 
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3.3 However, in response to a submission from Centre Port, which is seeking a new rule in 

addition to rules R27 and R28 for the port area, the Officer has determined that rule 

R27 should be changed and effectively extensively broadened (paragraph 149 of the 

Officer’s report).  The Officer also discusses submissions relating to air emissions from 

cleanfills and suggests the submissions from such activities should be addressed in a 

later hearing (paragraph 150 of the Officer’s report).  (Winstone is a further submitter 

on related submissions). 

3.4 A change to rule R27 (and R28) would clearly affect Winstone and this appears not to 

have been considered.  I am uncertain that there is scope within the submissions to 

add a new definition and to extend the rule as suggested.  However, Winstone would 

not oppose the change requested, subject to a further addition to the definition and 

some rewording as set out below.  This addition is requested partly as a result of the 

Officer’s discussion about cleanfill and the potential for misunderstanding2.  With 

these changes, in my opinion, the provisions would work for Winstone. 

3.5 The first change is to make it very clear that quarry overburden is included within the 

definition of “bulk solid material”.  As explained at Hearing 1, quarry overburden is a 

major issue in quarry management.  It is the soft weathered (usually uncommercial) 

material lying over harder rock which needs to be removed and placed into 

permanent disposal.  Because of the possibility of confusing this with cleanfill (see 

footnote and discussion in paragraph 150 of the Officer’s report), in my opinion it 

should be clearly included in the definition, if such a definition is included.  I would 

suggest that the second sentence read: 

 “These materials include but are not limited to: gravel, quarried rock, quarry    

overburden, fertiliser, .....” 

3.6 The second change relates to the reworded rule itself which, as now currently 

proposed, groups together “handling” of a very wide range of diverse bulk solid 

materials.  The rule was not expressed particularly well originally but made sense in 

relation to the one (aggregate handling) activity.  I suggest the rule could read: 

                                                   
2
 In recent discussions with GW Officers relating to quarry overburden disposal, the activity has been referred to 

both as a landfill and as a cleanfill, whereas it is technically neither. 
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“The discharge of contaminants to air from the handling of bulk solid materials 

including from the activities of quarrying, mining, ....” 

3.7 Should these or similar clarifications not be made, Winstone would prefer the status 

quo remain as in its submission.  If the Officer’s report suggestions are agreed by the 

Hearing Panel, then the recommendation in relation to S66/014 should be “accept in 

part”, rather than “accept” which was clearly wrong. 

3.8 A further point, also relevant to Winstone’s submission on rule R28 is that if the 

recommendations in the Officer’s report, paragraph 151, are agreed to, this rule 

would in my opinion become redundant and should be removed.  This again raises and 

issue of scope.  If the comments above are accepted, then Winstone would not 

oppose deletion of this rule, even though that would lead to rejection of S66/015. 

3.9 Winstone supported the full discretionary default status for activities which are either 

not covered in the Plan or which do not meet permitted or controlled3 standards, and 

are not already listed as discretionary, non-complying or prohibited.  Holcim has 

sought to make the status restricted discretionary.  Given the wide range of potential 

environmental implications of discharges to air, I agree with the reporting Officer’s 

opinion that the current status should stay.  I would have expected that supporting 

submissions would rate a mention in the Officer’s report in such circumstances. 

4 Rule 101 (S66/020) 
 

4.1 Winstone made a minor submission supporting this rule but seeking that this rule 

should be clarified by a reference to erosion-prone land (as it does not apply to all 

land).  This is a minor point, intended to assist people using the Plan to understand the 

scope of this rule. 

4.2 The Officer’s report makes no comment on this submission but it is recommended to 

be rejected. 

4.3 Although a minor point, I support the intent of the submission and consider it should 

have been reported on. 

                                                   
33

 There is only one controlled activity and the standards. 
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5 Conclusion 
 

5.1 The Winstone submissions which are within the scope of this report appear to have 

been overlooked. 

5.2 My comments in relation to the significant modification to rule R27 are set out above.  

I am uncertain as to scope, but with some further slight rewording they could be 

acceptable to Winstone.  I acknowledge they would resolve Centre Port’s issue and 

may improve the Plan as a whole. 

 

Sylvia Allan 

23
rd

 June 2017 

 
 

 


